VI

NICOLAI FECHIN

PAPERS
According to a note from James B. Richardson III, Chairman of the Division of Anthropology at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburg, PA., this material relating to Nicolai Fechin [NF] was found in a house in Pittsburgh in April 1992. (Vide Folder 1, infra.) It was donated by Dr. Richardson without restriction to the MFA.

1. Note on envelope. From James B. Richardson III. Donating NF material.

   Typewritten comment at top of article by Hunter states that sketch was written at request of NF’s daughter Eya Fechin Branham.

3. Catalog. Exhibition of Russian painting and sculpture. The Brooklyn Museum. 1923. [Show date not listed.] Includes NF paintings, 76-93. Brief sketch and illustrations of his art.


6. Negative plates, glass (2). 8 x 10. Art of NF.
   = of Abramychev.
   = of Nude Figure.
   = of Young Girl With Fruit.

[All material in Oversize Box (O.B.) 23.]